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This poster paper presents an empirical comparison of
four encoding methods for evolving neural networks.
We use an evolutionary algorithm to evolve a pop-
ulation of genetically encoded neural networks. Only
the network topology is encoded, and the connection
weights are trained with a separate neural learning al-
gorithm. The performances of the trained networks are
used as �tness values to guide the evolution of the pop-
ulation. After a number of generations, the best net-
work is picked up from the population.

We use a direct encoding method derived from the one
proposed by Miller, Todd, and Hedge [4]. Each neuron
and connection is encoded separately in the genome.
The graph generation grammar developed by Kitano
[3] is an early encoding method based on context-free
and deterministic L-systems. Connections are deter-
mined from a connection matrix that is generated from
a 1�1 symbol matrix using genetically encoded rewrit-
ing rules that replace each element with a 2 � 2 ma-
trix. In cell space encoding, introduced by Nol� and
Parisi [5], the neurons are encoded with coordinates in
a two-dimensional space. �Axon trees� are grown from
the neurons that form connections when their branch
tips touch other neurons. The fourth method, which we
call here generative cell space encoding, by Cangelosi,
Parisi and Nol� [1], is a derivative of the previous one,
and employs rewriting of neurons according to produc-
tion rules to generate the neurons instead of encoding
each neuron directly.

Our evaluation criteria in the comparison are classi�-
cation accuracy and e�ciency to use only the relevant
input variables. We use three arti�cial problems to
benchmark the input selection ability of the encoding
methods. First is the classic 8-x-8 encoder problem.
The x in the name refers to the fact that the number of
hidden neurons is determined by the evolution process,
as is the network topology generally. The additive

data is generated using a function that has a nonlinear
additive dependence on the �rst two variables, a lin-

ear dependence on the next three and is independent of
the last �ve (pure noise) variables. The interaction

dataset is similar to additive, except that the �rst
two variables have interactive dependence. We use
two real-world problems from the Proben1 problem
database[6] to benchmark the methods according to
classi�cation accuracy: glass (classi�cation of glass
types) and heart (detection of heart disease). These
problems are well known in machine learning bench-
marking.

We conducted evolution experiments with each
method-problem pair. The graph generation grammar
performed best with the classi�cation problems, but
the direct encoding was not very far behind. The direct
encoding and cell space encoding were about equally
e�cient with the input selection problems, surpassing
the two other methods.

Details of the study are given in [2].
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